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A   R E S O L U T I O N

Honoring Gina Bruce on receiving the 2016 ITEEA Program 

Excellence Award.

WHEREAS, The members of the Senate of the 131st General 
Assembly of Ohio are pleased to extend special recognition to Gina 
Bruce on being presented with the 2016 Program Excellence Award by 
the International Technology and Engineering Educators 
Association; and

WHEREAS, Motivated by a deep concern for students, Gina Bruce 
has brought insight, expertise, and ability to the important task 
of guiding her charges. She is the building technology coordinator 
at Grove City High School, and she has striven to channel the 
natural energy and curiosity of individuals into meaningful 
inquiry, thereby helping them gain a better understanding of the 
complex world around them; and

WHEREAS, A skillful and patient woman, Gina Bruce has 
encouraged numerous individuals to fully develop their knowledge 
and interests. Understandably, her spirited intellect and 
painstaking approach to her work have won her a host of admirers; 
and

WHEREAS, Over the years, Gina Bruce has not only worked with 
many people, but she has also established a solid foundation for 
the future. Her unstinting contributions of time, talent, and 
seemingly inexhaustible energy to students and teachers alike have 
gained her the appreciation and esteem of everyone with whom she 
has been associated, and her career stands as a hallmark worthy of 
emulation; therefore be it

RESOLVED, That we, the members of the Senate of the 131st 
General Assembly of Ohio, in adopting this Resolution, 
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congratulate Gina Bruce on her recent accolade and extend best 
wishes for ongoing success; and be it further

RESOLVED, That the Clerk of the Senate transmit a duly 
authenticated copy of this Resolution to Gina Bruce.
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